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ABSTRACT

Until recently, information technology (lT) security was mainly an area of concem for corporations whose
line ofbusiness demanded a high degree of security. However, the growing use of IT is affecting the status
of IT security such that it is gradually becoming an area that plays in impirtant role in our eve[day lives.
As a result, IT security issues are now on a par with other security issues. ln this paper, *e discus, and
outline the different dimensions of IT security awareness.
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I. BACKGROLIND

A number ofpapers presented at recent IT security seminars have championed IT security
awareness as the best preventive measure against the biggest weakness in all systems: the
human factor [1]. Industrial life, however, seems to have a different view oftle value of
awareness: lr security awareness is only too often interpreted either as a trivial function
or - at best - a necessary evil. perhaps this attitude can be traced back to the non_
technical nature of the function: the value of awareness is nor recognized because
awareness falls outside the scope of the engineering sciencesl. But thingi are changing.
andawareness is no longer an irrelevant issue. In fact, the awareness fac-tor should form
the basis of the security strategy of any organization [l;6;7;14;16] and it shourd arso
constitute an integral part of the general knowledge of the citizens of the modem
information society. sometimes the role of ."c*ity awareness is not intemalized
prolerly, and it is regarded merely as a matter of security or health. consequently,
nothing is done as long as everything is all right. The probllm is that when something
undesirable happens, it often requires a huge effort to recover from the situation.

I It is a common misconc€ption that the foundation ofcomputer (or lT) science is mathematical analysis
[2], because computer science is often interpreted as a tec]rnical aircipiine. rt has been said t3l th;-'
although the mathematical approach is inappropriate in mmy cases, there is no altemative eiucation either,
fGusing on the non-mathematical aspects computing [2].
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Moreover, it has been said that we are under the spell ofIT technology. Somehow people

seem to think that everything that is somehow connected to IT is good a thing. Therefore,
many companies, individuals and educational institutes think that it is important to

develop IT skills, to use IT for every conceivable purpose and to advance the

computerization2 ofsociety in general. Catch phrases such as'information revolution'or
the names of particular p.ogtams3 have strong positive r,netaphorical associations,

redolent ofparadise [2]. In addition, IT technology is already embedded in our everyday

lives to the extent that we often fail to notice it. All these factors pave the way for
misusers.

1.1 Motivation

Even though the significance of the awareness factor has finally been recognised by IT
security researchers, its various perspectives are not. The Internet is still largely a lawless

zone, a playground for a wide variety of undesirable criminal activities, a paradise for all
sorts of criminals from drug dealers to terrorists and child abusers. It is also a place where

intellectual property rights arc consistently ignored [l]. Many terrorist groups finance
their activities through extortion, blackmail (personal and intemational) and other crimes

[15] like hacking and "faking". Some terrorist activities target advanced industrial
nations [5]. Criminal activities seem to be on the increase at least partly because the
current technological tendencies favour misusers: costs are at a minimum, the necessary

technology is available, the number of potential targets is increasing and the relevant
know-how is easily transportable. Because the general public commonly browses the
lntemet for different kinds of services, a host of security issues have surfaced along with
ethical (even moral) problems. As a consequence, increasing organisational awareness
does not suffrce as a security measure. Many companies deem the current situation unsafe
and refrain from doing business on the Intemet I l], while the lack of control and global
Intemet laws encourages less scrupulous companies and a wide variety of criminals to
practice their business on the net. According to [l5], we also have to deal with organized
govemmental penetration (including data destruction and gathering). Moreover, IT
security issues are more complex in terms ofrisks than other aspects ofsecurity, because,
in addition to loss of money, assets or even life, IT security also includes a host of
problems centring on privacy. As a result, even occasional net surfers have to be aware of
basic security issues.

1.2 Research questions and the scope ofthe paper

In this paper, we shall outline the different dimensions of IT security awareness and
explore some key issues around these dimensions. We shall also discuss target groups in
each dimension. In other words, the scope ofthis paper is limited to setting up IT security
dimensions in terms of form and taryet group. Our main purpose is to formulate a

framework for different awareness perspectives in order to raise certain issues and
produce practical examples in the hope of inspiring further research around the topic.
Although we shall provide a number of practical examples, the objective of this paper is
not to put forward a state of the art collection of security flaws; rather, the examples are

2 We do not claim that this happens univereally. More6ver, we do not wish to take a stand on the ultimate

strength or w€akness ofthis attitude.
3 Word Perfect is a case in point.
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used to provide justification for each dimension. other, equally important, issues such as
the content of security issues in each dimension, fall outsidi the scope of the present
paper.

L3 IT Security Awareness

By studying actual end-user practices we have come to the concluiion that there are three
stages in how people respond to awareness4 issues. we maintain that people progress
upwards or regress downwards as a meas're of the success or failure of IT security
awareness. The stages ofIT security awareness are [6]:

I . drawing people's attention to security issues,

2. getting user acceptance,

3. getting users to learn and internalize the necessary information security activities.

The first stage includes drawing people's attention to information security-related issues
and trying to catch their interest. The second stage involves user accepance. In the case
of organizational awareness, for example, having got the end-users' attention, it is
important to g€t them to accept the IT security poli"y of th"ir org*ization. Finally, at the
thrrd stage', the end-users should have internalized the instructions they have ieceived
during their security education, and they should take corrective measures in accordance
with the-security policy of their organization. As mentioned earlier, these stages are
derived from empirical research by [6] and have proved most relevant in the iase of
organisational awareness. However, we argue that other dimensions ofawareness can be
relatedto the same stages, even though their emphasis is on stages r -o 

ji. rr,ri *"
may talk about prescriptive or descriptiv" u**"n".r, depending on the dimension we af,e
referring to (see next chapter). prescriptiveness is the main goal of any organizational
awareness program, while descriptiveness suffices to satisft the requiremlnts ofthe other
dimensions of awareness.

2. DIMENSIONS OF IT SECTIRITY AWARENESS

we argue that awareness is an aspect whose dimensions af,e not perceived holisticaily
enough. As mentioned earlier, information security awareness is an issue that everyone
using any form of information technology services, either directly "ii.ai.Jla .ir"ura
bear in mind. of course, a wider knowredge of these awareness dimensions may have
negative consequences if the knowledge is used to commit IT crimes or other kinds of
malpractice. That is one reason why information is not shared equaily among trre pu.ti"s
mentioned below. Informally, the dimensions of awareness could be ciassifieJas follo*s:r organizational dimension;

I top management,
f IT/IS management;
r IT security staff;

' For a further discussion on IT security awareness and its history, see [6;7]5 In the case oforganizational awareness.
o Recause, e.g.. in the-case ofthe general pubric dimension, it may not be relevant to waste resources on
trying to reach stage 3, particurarry as it wourd invorve a consideiation ofethical aspects, etc.
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r ADP-professionals;
I end-users (e.g., casual end-users, parametric end-users, sophisticated end-

users and stand-alone users)
t third parties,

. general public dimension;
r socio-political dimension (lawyers, public relations people, politicians, etc.);
o computer ethical dimension (co-operation among computertthics scholars);
o institutional education dimension.

We maintain that there are no clear borders between these dimensions. Within the
organizational dimension, for instance, we have to take into account issues that belong to
the general public dimension.

2. l. The organizational dimension

The awareness factor plays a significant role in the overall security level of any
organisation. Without an adequate level of awareness, all security techniques are liable to
be misused or misinterpreted by users, thereby losing their real usefulness. The time-
honoured approach of "giving guidelines" or of ananging training sessions or sending
circulars in the hope that the members of the organisation would then strictly follow the
given instructions, is by no means sufficient. What is required is a more holistic view of
the organizational dimension of awareness.

The tools and methods of any awareness package (including training, education,
campaigning and IT security management) should be directed consistently and effectively
at increasing security awareness. Moreover, measuring is needed to ascertain that the
results ofthe awareness programme are indeed the intended ones and that the awareness
development programme is on the right track.

Apart from the need to formulate a formal holistic approach based on the necessary pre-
conditions of awareness (such as getting the commitment of the top management), there
is another perspective that must be taken into consideration here; namely, the content of
the programme. Content is, indeed, the primary factor, conelating in the final analysis
with the extent to which people reach the target level (3) ofawareness. It is the content of
any awareness programme that ultimately determines its success or failure. Consequently,
both the form (the framework) and the content of the awareness programme must be
taken into account and they must both reach an adequate level. The five different target
groups mentioned above need different kinds of security-related information. In the
organizational dimension, the effectiveness of awareness is most closely related to the
gap between the top management and IT security concems. There must exist an exact
understanding and consensus within the top management as to what components of the
organization require protection (along with the nature of that protection). It is essential
that security resources are not used in an irrelevant way owing, for example, to a
misunderstanding of the mission strategy and business environment of the organizationT
in question. Additionally, there is often a gap between IT security and the various target

7 We are looking at the situation from the awareness point ofview. Ofcourse, other perspectives may
necessitate the estimation of lT security threats.
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groups ofthe awareness programme. Necessary information about IT security issues mustbe shared, and this information must be crarified to ail the target groups to .iuir",rr"-,o
reach,the third stage of awareness. rinary, third party aw.reness consists of factorswhereby the company ensures that third parties ut" -u*.. of the requirel Ii securitylevel. one level of awareness incrudes the knowledge trtut ,".*iiv p.ouerns areunavoidable - and that recovery plans and different 

".iri, -*ug"."ni fr*, *" unecessity [5].

2.2The general public dimension

The main objective of the general public dimension is to increase public awareness ofrelevant security issues. we argue that there are some central IT security irrue, ihut 
"u"rycitizen should be aware of. These issues are no ress rerevant ttrun i.nor-ut; 

security

i::::rllnl:l ".,. ?ft"n,r.e3ld:d 
as a part oig.n"rui-*ortd knowledge these days. rn ourvlew. thrs knowredge shourd also.incrude IT security issues. To gi.rr" an e*ampiee, someUK banks discontinued their www services, because they wire not secure enough.Other banks using the same services with the same^platform and software should informtheir customers of the potentiar IT security risksr' of the service in qu"rlo* l+notr,.,example is "faking", a rorm of,impersonation (in the www 

"nui.o'n-.nij-in-which10T"gn: pretends to represent a bank or a store to obtain money or criticai inrormation.Criminal impersonation also includes free upgrades, 
"yf", ai.nJ.ti,;;;;;;;""

and insiders [15] (insiders are in fact n'o." ti an organization"l th;0. il;;.,! rro*these case studies to a hypothetical case, we must firstiemember the obvious fact that theInternet is a complex, disordered source of information. As a consequence, www uganr,o' fgbgf have been designed to sorve the problem of searching for specific informationamid this immense collection of data [rb]. However, when an agent firters alr theinformation that a person accesses, there is a risk that the person,s-vi"- oil" ,opr"narrows u0l. Moreover, onry a smail.number of peopre understand ug"ni-t."nnJo-gy *apossess the relevant rechnicar knowredge, with'the resurt that tt"i*.-ti..rii on",capable ofstudying agent activities in a critical, objective way. This offers the designersofagents an opportunity to manipulate people's -in'a. uy proaucing agent technorogy thatfilters away information that is not in a;co;danc;;;; a- certain ideorogy. Additionally, invirtual shopping' agents courd discrose financiai information such as credit cardinformation to unauthorized parties.
There are additional common practices that constitutive a security threatr2. For exampre,the first ofthese is the failure to observe ua.quut" pu**ord procedures, and the second isthe use of the cGI standard in homepages. no't pi""ii..r offer an easy way for misusersand criminals to violate the system unA th. or"rr"rt friuu"y *a *."tr.

"lot 
;:T"'"r 

*fer ro such security concerns as not using erectricar appriances when the shower is on,
e^There 

are countress appropriate rear rife exampres. but they fa, outside the scope ofthis paper.'" Naturally. rhis raises the ethicar-q.uestion or*mtt., tt.rJu*l. rnorra provide the service ar ail?
Il::.."."" rheethical perspective fajls outside ,f,. ,.op. 

"i,f,i, ouo.r.lr ls lronlc' but lt seems that "chatsites" and other public communication siles on the net sometimes evenfoster personal trust and intimacy [2].

;fTil,T:.r:ffitre 
many orher uniecure pra*ices, however as menrioned, tisting of such flaws is not rhe
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Moreover, the Intemet is also home to organized crime (including drug,related crimes,
crimes against minors, technology transfer, product privacy) and local crime with a global
impact (such as economic crimes, violations of human rights, transitional gang activities)
[1]. In addition to "standard" ways of committing crimes, it is reasonable to expect
criminals to use social engineering methods, because they tend to be very effective not
just owing to the frailties of human nature, but also due to an inadequate level of IT
security awareness [7]. Organisations and individuals alike shohld consider very carefully
what they put on their WWW server, voice mail, e-mail, speak mail, etc. People should
keep information about their personal lives and their organisation at a minimum. Criticat
information encompasses home addresses, phone numbers, pictures, dates of birth, and
other similar information. It is particularly ill-advised to publish information about
holidays and days-off, or send non-crypted information conceming credit cards on the
Internet.

2.3 The socio-political dimension

The socio-political dimension involves increasing the IT security awareness of lawyers,
public relations people and politicians. This is an important concern within the socio-
political dimension and an important factor in terms of the overall well-being of society.
Laws are a case in point in this respect. As we know, legislation usually lags behind the
current state of affairs in the real world. For that reason, politicians have to be aware of
IT security issues because, directly or indirectly, they make legislative decisions. Hence
they - along with lawyers - must understand the basic principles of IT security. At
present, legislative decisions are sometimes dictated by economic or political
perspectives (or even pressures), and politicians may fail to recognize the underlying
moral conceptions of their decisions even though their objectives may be good. We
postulate that if the moral foundations of IT are neglected, a moravlegislative gap may
emerge implicating conceptualist laws, which is not good for human well-beingl3. Many
IT legislation experts are convinced that the world needs global legislation, and different
pressure groups such as the G7, EU, OECD and the UN are starting a push in this
direction [1]. The fact remains, however, that too few people in these circles have an
adequate knowledge of security issues. Moreover, different countries are adopting
different approaches to the development of e-mail and other services (such as smart
cards) for official communications or for trading. Last but not least, public relations
people are also key players in the security game because they are in a position to inform
people ofvarious IT security issues. IT security people should ensure the co-operation of
this group to be able to influence the general public dimension through their help.

2.4The computer ethical dimension

The aim of the computer ethical dimension is, first of all, to provide information to
computer ethics scholars and, secondly, to leam from their conclusions. These scholars
study ethical dilemmas and problems, and there is a strong demand to produce
continuously updated material that covers the whole area [ll]. IT security concems are
helpful in providing information about security issues which computer ethics scholars can

r3 
Because people use their moral judgmenr in their decision-making,
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use when researching 'gaps' in morar and ethical dimensions. co-operation and sharingofinformation between IT security people and computer ethics scholars have been highlyineffective so far, in spite of the fact that a lot of issues offer possibiliiie, ro, ,v*rgir'n(we all share partly the same goars, for exampre). computer ethics can u, o"nn"J u-" un
lppTach to finding the best solution to the problem of enabling r,u.,nonlou. iuman lifein the information technology domain.. 1f21. lt is obvious lhat the afor"mentroned
definition is based on the so-calred crAra criterion, meaning that the aims of Ii security
are factors that enable harmonious human rife in generar. ivlore specificalry, 

"o-pur".ethics scholars are developing (more specific) profissionar normr,'*rrr"t uie inii.""tty
correlated to certain security factors. In addition, computer ethics related issues areintimately connected with regisrative issues and, geneially speaking, the mission ofcomputer ethics shourd include the provision of persuasiue urg,-ilr"nt, io. grorar
legislation. Nevertheless, as current research shows [g;i], laws are no"t ruiii"i"nip"r r",o
satisfr people. To fill up this gap, we need ethical d'iscussion, persuasion und r"ion. fo.iTtit_"lil,g some form of grobal legislation. This is the mission of computer ethics Ill].As Kohlberg first recognized, pure legar arguments, such as.,becaur" thi. i, the-raw orrule", are not sufficient per se to qualifu peopres actions. As a result, the computer ethicardimension is extremely importanr for IT security. If people intuitively ia*ti'n, p"rti*r*
security breaches, misuses or abuses as immoral, they will avoid them.

2.5 The institutional education dimension

By institutional education we m^e1n a society-driven process of education that is aimed atmaking individuals members of_the society. In this way, society wilr o"u"tof aJr"n"*its culture' Needless to say, the u-ouni of technical (IT) eiucation i. ii"."*ing indifferent educationar institutes, making www and e-mail services availabre to more andmore people' This naturally increases the sheer number of peopre *rr" ."*ri*" 
"potential target for different kinds of criminals and misusers. Henc", we *go" thut-"".tuinrelevant IT security concems shourd be incruded in the educationui p.og.;;;, or *,.r.institutes. The examples given in chapter 2.2 indicate why this is necessary. Moreover,the increasing number of net users and individuar end-users *i,r, rit i.-tnJ*r"l"g" .nuvcause serious damage through.misrrse (virus creation, hacking, .rc.1 o, un,irini"ilrltutionofthe use ofIT. From the point ofview ofeducational institutes, the former case raisesthe need ofproviding relevant computer ethical education. Educa;io;;iiir,ir"i* pr"y *important role in this for, in addition to imparting technicar knowredge, they-Jrl t.u"r,ethics and bring up ethical topics to discussionl to sum up, the mission within thisdimension is to share rerevant information with various educationar institutes, bearing inmind the fact that they have different educational needs.

3. SOME ISSUES CONCERNING THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE DIMENSIONS OF AWARENESS

we started off with the problem of what information to give to the different targetgroups, because, as shown earlier, this information can be used to commit IT crimes orother kinds ofmarpractice. The concrusion was ttruiaitr"rent taxget groups should onryget information relevant to their needs, and nothing more. As u i"ru]t, *" ,"gg"rt m"t
ra The so-called CIA-model comprises confidentiality, integrity and availability t9l.
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there should be a classification of what is relevanVirrelevant information for each target
group. The problem in this approach is deciding on the classification scheme to be
followed, along with the problem that, due to the dynamic nature of IT, the exact scope
of information is difficult to pin down. one solution could be a multinational
organization offering regularly maintained standards. In addition, certain didactic issues
should also be explored, and we would like to challenge different institutions to own up
to their responsibility in this matter. Each group should have their own specific goals.
These goals should be based on a careful contemplation of the most relevant issues that
the target group needs to know.

4. SUMMARY

The increased Use of IT stresses the importance of IT security, particularly IT security
awareness. This awareness can be divided into five dimensions; namely, organizational,
general public, socio-political, computer ethical and institutional education. As to the last
dimension, educational institutes should develop computer ethical education in parallel
with technical education, in addition to discussing issues related to IT security awareness.
within this dimension, we maintained that the different target groups need different kinds
of information. Relevant issues and goais should be deliberated, partly for security
reasons and ethical reasons, and partly to maximize resources. Different kinds ofglobal
organizations should have a liability for keeping the whole process on the right track.
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